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WELCOME
INTRODUCTION

Dear partners,
We missed you in 2020 but we will come together again in 2021. The MedTech Forum
2021 will be organised on 20-22 April as an online event. Join us and learn from
top-level speakers – policy makers, CEOs, investors and many more healthtech
stakeholders.
In the meantime, I invite you to revisit the 2018 and 2019 editions in our Archives.
See you in April and thank you for your ongoing support.

Serge Bernasconi
Chief Executive Officer
MedTech Europe
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systems
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MAKE THE MOST OUT OF
YOUR DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
AT THE MEDTECH FORUM!

CONNECT
REGISTER

Don’t forget your password
and meet us on 20 April at 13:00 CET!

Register on the MedTech Forum
website: www.themedtechforum.eu

NETWORK

Take full advantage of our platform
networking opportunities!

ASK QUESTIONS

Speakers and moderators will be
available to answer your questions
via public chat.

RELIVE THE EVENT
Access presentations and videos
on-demand until 20 May 2021.
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Private chat - Visio private chat
 eeting rooms on demand and
M
booked just for your formal meetings
 elf-service meeting rooms for your
S
informal meetings

13:00-13:30

CHANNEL 1

TUESDAY 20 APRIL
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Moderator:
• Ingmar DE GOOIJER (Healthcare industry observer)

Speakers:
• Serge BERNASCONI (MedTech Europe - CEO)
• Rob TEN HOEDT (Executive Vice President and President, EMEA – Medtronic / Chairman MedTech Europe)
• Vlada TUSCO (Partnerships Manager, BBC Global News)

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT FROM MEDTECH EUROPE
IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS?
For the first time, Board of MedTech Europe’s representatives will provide and debate their
vision of MedTech Europe focus, priorities and objectives for the next few years. This will be
a unique opportunity to know, to understand, to question and to participate to the orientation
of your trade Association. Your feedback and engagement during this open discussion will be
important and taken into consideration to steer MedTech Europe forward. Despite outstanding
results in our last Members Satisfaction Study with level of satisfaction and recommendation
never achieved before, at MedTech Europe we do not want to take this for granted and sit on
our success. MedTech Europe «raison d’être» remains: Serving our members expectations and
this interactive session shall help us continue to improve !

Moderator:
• Ingmar DE GOOIJER (Healthcare industry observer)

Speakers:
• Rob TEN HOEDT (Executive Vice President and President, EMEA – Medtronic / Chairman MedTech Europe)
• Serge BERNASCONI (MedTech Europe - CEO)
• Bernard COLOMBO (President Europe Middle East, Africa and Latin America, Roche Diagnostics International / Board member, MedTech Europe)
• Carlos SISTERNAS (Director - Fenin, MedTech Europe - Board member)

CHANNEL 2

13:30-14:20

CHANNEL 1

• Simon SHELLEY (Global Director of Programme Partnerships, BBC Global News)

TOWARDS THE EUROPEAN HEALTH DATA SPACE
JOHNSON & JOHNSON
The European Health Data Space reflects a compelling vision to integrate Europe’s national and
regional health data systems and to harness the health data of European patients and citizens
to drive research, innovation and new treatments. This session will deliver an update and a
roadmap on how we get there.

Moderator:
• Petra WILSON (Senior Adviser, FTI Consulting, Managing Director, Health Connect Partners)

Speakers:
• Nick SCHNEIDER (Head of Division, New technologies and data use, German Federal Ministry of Health)
• Pierre DELSAUX (Deputy Director-General, DG SANTE, European Commission)
• Claudia HERBEN (Vice President Strategic Solutions Medical Devices EMEA,
Johnson & Johnson)
• Helen PARDOE (Chief Clinical Information Officer (C.C.I.O.), Consultant Colorectal Surgeon,
The Princess Alexandra Hospitals NHS Trust)
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CHANNEL 3

TUESDAY 20 APRIL
THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR SALES REP IS BECOMING A REALITY
IN MEDTECH – LAUNCH OF BCG’S 3RD “MILKMAN” COMMERCIAL
BENCHMARKING STUDY.
BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP
Ten years ago, Boston Consulting Group challenged us on whether we were “Still Deploying
Milkmen in a Megastore”. During this session, BCG will launch the results of its third global
“Milkman” commercial benchmarking study in medtech. Hot off-the-presses, the report covers
150 businesses (including 9 of the 10 largest players) representing more than $85 billion in
annual revenues. The authors will share how COVID-19 has been a wake-up call for many medtech companies to fix their old commercial model. By forcing commercial teams to find new
ways to interact remotely with their customers, the pandemic has shown what is possible in
terms of building a next-generation, omnichannel commercial model. BCG will showcase how
a pioneering medtech company has found its “Six Million Dollar Sales Rep” model, embedded
in a tailored, end-to-end customer journey ranging from digital and data driven marketing all
the way through to customer success management. BCG will conclude by recommending six
steps for medtech companies to take in order to seize this substantial opportunity to build a
competitive advantage.

Moderator:
• Götz GERECKE (Managing Director & Senior Partner, Boston Consulting Group (BCG))

Speakers:
• Götz GERECKE (Managing Director & Senior Partner, Boston Consulting Group (BCG))
• Basir MUSTAGHNI (Managing Director & Partner, Boston Consulting Group (BCG))

NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM

14:30-15:20

COMPLIANCE: NAVIGATING INTERACTIONS WITH THE MEDICAL COMMUNITY
POST-PANDEMIC
IQVIA

CHANNEL 1

14:20-14:30

Whilst the expectations from regulators as well as internal stakeholders on the compliance
officers stay high, this session aims at discussing how the pandemic has accelerated the move
towards virtual interactions (e.g. support; Events), what this transition means for life science,
and more specifically medtech, compliance professionals, and what can be done to effectively
mitigate new and emerging risks.

Moderator:
• Mario PROHASKY (IQVIA, Principal)

Speakers:
• Meike HAUSMANN (Department Manager, HCP/O Consulting Management, Medical
Systems Division, OLYMPUS EUROPA SE & CO. KG)
• Christian-Claus ROTH (International Pharmaceutical Congress Advisory Association (IPCAA),
Co-President)
• Lori RUSSELL (BioMerieux, Chief Compliance Officer)
• Laetitia THEVENON (Healthcare Compliance and External Collaboration Manager,
EMEA ResMed)
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CHANNEL 2

TUESDAY 20 APRIL
IVD REGULATION AND THE ROAD TO MAY 2022 ?
IS THE SYSTEM READY?
Only 13 months remain until all in vitro diagnostic tests will need to comply with the new IVD
Regulation. The COVID-19 outbreak has highlighted how critical IVD tests are to our health
system. At the same time, the pandemic has greatly slowed down progress by authorities and
other actors to build the necessary infrastructure for the entire system. Many challenges pave
the way to achieving compliance, as much infrastructure including key guidance, will come later
in the transition period and there are a handful of notified bodies available to support certification to the new IVD Regulation.
In this multi-stakeholder panel discussion, key questions that will be addressed include:
- Overall is the system on track with the time remaining? Is a plan B needed and what should
it look like?
- Where should manufacturers be in their implementation at this point of the transition?
- What is the impact for healthcare professionals and laboratories?

Moderator:
• Amanda MAXWELL (MedTech Insight)

Speakers:
• Elisabeth MACINTYRE (Board Member, BioMed Alliance - President-Elect, European Hematology Association (EHA) / MD PhD FRCP FRCPath, Vice-Présidente, Stratégie Internationale,
Université de Paris, Onco-hématologie biologique and INSERM UMR1151, INEM)
• Erica CONWAY (IVD Medical Devices, Regulatory Services, BSI - Global Head)
• Natale BOVA (Quality Assurance & Regulatory Affairs Director, Instrumentation Laboratory
S.p.A. - a Werfen Company / Chair of IVD Regulatory Forum at Confindustria Dispositivi Medici, the Italian Association of Medical Device Industry)

CHANNEL 3

• Thomas WEJS MØLLER (Danish Medicines Agency, Denmark / Chair of Competent Authorities for Medical Devices (CAMD) - Section Manager - Medical Devices)

INNOVATION IN MEDTECH ? TRENDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
OLYMPUS
The sources of innovation in MedTech have changed over the past decades with an increasing
number of novel innovation drivers (Start-ups, Incubators, Collaborations etc.) «disrupting» the
traditional model of large corporate R&D units. At the same time we are observing a shift in the
focus areas from classical technology to complex systems involving digital tools and encompassing the entire patient journey. This session will provide an overview on this transition of
innovators & focus areas in MedTech over the past years in Europe. Together with our panel of
seasoned experts we will discuss what is needed to succeed in this changing environment and
the role of collaborations between public, private and academic drivers of innovation.

Moderator:
•M
 iquel-Àngel GARCIA (Olympus Europa SE & Co. KG / Managing Director)

Speakers:
• Jean-David MALO (European Innovation Council - Director)
• Thom RASCHE (Earlybird Venture Capital - Partner)
• Terry PARLETT (Cambridge Enterprise - Commercialisation Director)
• Tamir MEIRI (Venture Investments, Johnson & Johnson Innovation, Senior
Manager)
• Miquel-Àngel GARCIA (Managing Director, Olympus Europa SE & Co. KG)

15:20-15:30

NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM
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15:30-16:20

CHANNEL 1

TUESDAY 20 APRIL
INNOVATIVE HEALTH INITIATIVE:
THE NEXT HORIZON FOR MEDTECH COMPANIES
The Innovative Health Initiative is the next European Public Private Partnership for Health Innovation, built on the success of IMI and ECSEL partnerships. A multi sectorial approach is set up
for the first time to integrate pharma and medtech sectors to bridge the gap to address today’s
health and translational challenges. The chairmen of Research & Innovation of the 3 large trade
associations EFPIA, COCIR and MedTech Europe on stage together for the first time will present the expectations of the pharma and medtech companies to jointly deliver breakthrough
innovation for the benefit of patients and make Europe again a place for healthtech innovation.
The Innovative Health Initiative is expected to kick off in a few months. So it’s the last chance
for participants to listen to the latest insights and recommendations on how to best take advantage of this unprecedented opportunity and maximise your return on your investment in the
partnership.

Moderator:
•P
 atrick BOISSEAU (MedTech Europe - Director General, Strategic Initiatives)

Speakers:
•S
 alah-Dine CHIBOUT (Novartis - Global Investigative Safety)
•P
 ierre MEULIEN (IMI2 - Executive Director)
•N
 ils REIMERS (Stryker, Director R&D, Gorvernment Affairs and Market Access)

CHANNEL 2

• J oanna WILLS (Research Manager Northern Europe, GE Healthcare)

THE NEW BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT FOR INTEROPERABILITY:
HOW THE PUSH FOR DATA WILL IMPACT THE INDUSTRY
UNITY
The digital transformation of healthcare is based on data exchange between the different devices and IT systems. National and European policymakers are increasingly championing data
interoperability based on recognised standards and profiles to enable digital health scenarios
including EMR/EHR transfers, telehealth, and remote monitoring. Some EU Member States
have started to include requirements for interoperability standard as a condition for buying and
reimbursement, which should and will impact health IT providers and manufacturers of medical
devices. This session will analyse the strategic impact of this new environment for interoperability for manufacturers and technology providers, and offers paths to join it.

Moderator:
• Stefan SCHLICHTING (Unity, Manager Product & Service Innovation)

Speakers:
• Paulinka BANDEL (Dräger Schweiz AG, Head of Content & System Marketing)
• Jennifer POUGNET (Roche, Data Policy Strategy Leader, Personalised Healthcare)
• Charles ALESSI (Chief Clinical Officer at HIMSS)
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15:30-16:20

CHANNEL 3

TUESDAY 20 APRIL
ADVANCING OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE MEDICAL INDUSTRY:
THE VALUE OF INNOVATION AND PARTNERSHIP MODEL ENABLING THE ADOPTION
AND UPTAKE OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY INNOVATIONS
Truly innovative medical technology offerings are likely to have a strong impact on patients,
care delivery, health systems and/or society. Therefore, ensuring the adoption and uptake of
medical technology innovations is key to benefit patients, healthcare providers, citizens, and
society across the EU. In return, appropriate incentives should be put in place and the industry
should be rewarded for the value created. Question is, how to advance opportunities for the
health systems and the medical industry to do so? This session will look at the so-called «value
of innovation and partnership model» (VIP-model) enabling the timely introduction of medical
technology offerings that claim to be truly innovative, and accounting for those that show other
levels of innovativeness such as sustaining/continuous innovation. As indicated by Prof. Lieven
Annemans, the implementation of the VIP-model would facilitate the adoption and uptake of
medical technology innovations by building partnership and dialogue among all relevant actors
in the health system, from health authorities, payers, care providers to the medical technology
industry. These stakeholders will sit together and share their view on how to face challenges for
the VIP-model’s implementation.

Moderator:
• Yves VERBOVEN (Senior Adviser, MedTech Europe)

Speakers:
• L ieven ANNEMANS (Professor of Health Economics, Vrije Universiteit Brussel and Ghent University)
• Iñaki GUTIERREZ IBARLUZEA (President of the Board of Directors - HTAi, Director of Organisational and Managerial - Basque Foundation for Health Innovation and Research)
•K
 arine CERRI (Head Health Economics & Market Access Medical Devices Europe, Middle East
& Africa, Johnson & Johnson)
• Luella TRICKETT (Director Value & Access, Association of British HealthTech Industries (ABHI))

NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM

16:30-17:20

CEO #NOFILTER

CHANNEL 1

16:20-16:30

Global leaders from the field of medical devices, diagnostics and digital health will join the discussion and speak openly about the latest trends, challenges and opportunities they are facing.

Moderator:
• Ingmar DE GOOIJER (Healthcare industry observer)

Speakers:
• Stacey SHULMAN (Vice President Internet of Things Group and GM Health, Life Sciences and
Emerging Technologies, Intel Corporation)
•T
 hierry BERNARD (Qiagen, CEO)
•S
 tefan WOLF (CEO, The Binding Site)

17:20-17:30

NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM
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17:30-18:00

CHANNEL 1

TUESDAY 20 APRIL
HEALTHTECH AWARD CEREMONY
The #HealthTechAward (www.healthtech-award.eu) honors the most promising game changers in advanced technologies for health in Europe. It offers great visibility, recognition and
custom mentoring to its Awardees, selected by an international jury of experts in healthcare
innovation.
Three categories will be rewarded this year.
•b
 est concept/invention
•b
 est product/deal
•a
 special prize from the HealthTech TAB (www.healthtechtab.eu)
The HealthTech Award is organised by the NOBEL Project (www.nobel-project.eu). Its prize
ceremony is hosted by the MedTech Forum.
Find out who the winners are! Discover the very best of HealthTech innovation made in Europe! Join us at the ceremony of the HealthTech Award!

Master of ceremony:
• Alexandre CECCALDI (Coordinator of the H2020 NOBEL project, General secretary of the
European Technology Platform on Nanomedicine (ETPN))
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13:00-13:50

CHANNEL 1

WEDNESDAY 21 APRIL
GOODBYE MEDICAL DEVICE DIRECTIVES - HELLO MEDICAL
DEVICE REGULATION!
26 May 2021 is the new Medical Device Regulation’s (MDR) Date of Application, marking the
end of the MDR transition period. A lot has been accomplished during the past 4 years. The
bulk of MDR certification is actually still expected and implementation remains challenging with
many compliance deadlines still to come (e.g. Eudamed) and many regulatory building block
not yet fully operational or in place. All stakeholders need to remain diligent to ensure the longterm success of the new regulatory system.
This multi-stakeholder panel will discuss the following topics:
- What has been achieved during the MDR transition period?
- COVID-19 and its impact on MDR implementation
- What needs to happen in order to successfully hit the May 2024 deadline, after which Directives certificates will become void:
- Which Acts and Guidance documents are still needed to make the MDR work?
- MDR without Eudamed - do national / EU fall back solutions meet the needs?
- What do manufacturers need to do ?
- State of the Play on national MDR adaption laws: are they adequate?
- Scenarios that are likely to unfold in the coming months/years with insight into how these may
be addressed

Moderator:
•B
 assil AKRA (QUNIQUE GmbH - CEO)

Speakers:
• Anna Eva AMPELAS (European Commission - Directorate General for Health and Food Safety
- Medical devices, Health Technology Assessment (SANTE.DDG1.B.6) (Head of Unit)
• Sabina HOEKSTRA-VAN DEN BOSCH (Regulatory Strategy Principal TÜV Süd / Chair NB-Med
Executive Committee / Vice-President Team-NB)
• J ulia STECKELER (MedicalMountains GmbH - CEO)

CHANNEL 2

• Thomas WEJS MØLLER (Danish Medicines Agency, Denmark / Chair of Competent Authorities for Medical Devices (CAMD) - Section Manager - Medical Devices)

CORPORATES AND START-UPS COOPERATION
IN THE EU INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM
Europe is a great ecosystem for innovation in healthtech, and in medtech in particular, with
active regional innovation hubs, companies used to cooperate with stakeholders, excellent
universities and research institutes and public and private investors. The Reflection Paper on
Innovation in Medtech, released by MedTech Europe in Nov 2020 has highlighted the value
of bridging the gap between innovative start-ups and global companies More can be done
in strengthening their cooperation. Three success stories will be presented in tandem talks
between corporates and start-ups to illustrate the ups and downs of such cooperation.

Moderator:
•N
 ina RIJNDERS (NLC - Corporate Partnerships)

Speakers:
•M
 ark BLOEMENDAAL (Angiogenesis Analytics - CEO)
• Remi CORLIN (Hemeo - CEO)
• Iker SOYDAN (EchoGuide - CEO)
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13:00-13:50

CHANNEL 3

WEDNESDAY 21 APRIL
OMNICHANNEL ENGAGEMENT IN MEDTECH: THE TIME HAS COME
MCKINSEY&COMPANY
The MedTech industry is undergoing unparalleled change. Over the last 10 months, many
health systems have made more progress in digital engagement than in the previous 10 years.
Similarly, customers’ expectations and preferences are shifting dramatically, with over 30% of
HCPs expecting the remote model to be here to stay. Winners in the industry will be determined by how quickly and how well they can embrace these changes. And early successes show
that this move is worth making - the prize can be up to 20% increase in customer satisfaction
and a 5-10% revenue uplift.
In this panel discussion, McKinsey will share its latest research on MedTech customer sentiment
and expectations, and add practical insights. We will lay out how successful companies tap into
data and digital to redesign customers’ experiences; we will share our recipes for success and
pitfalls to avoid as you fundamentally change your ways of working through cross-functional,
agile teams. Join us to learn how to capture the full value of the omnichannel transformation.

Moderator:
• Christian ZERBI (Partner, McKinsey)

Speakers:
• Catherine ABI-HABIB (Partner, McKinsey)
• Ralph BREUER (Partner, McKinsey)
• Bjorn ALBRECHT (Partner, McKinsey)
• Chris LLEWELLYN (Senior Partner, McKinsey)

NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM

14:00-14:50

COMPETING WITH CHINA: HOW AN EMERGING MEDTECH INDUSTRY
IN CHINA IS IMPACTING MARKETS AROUND THE WORLD

CHANNEL 1

13:50-14:00

This session explores the challenges and opportunities of the growing Chinese medtech industry - not only in China but also in third countries and potentially even in Europe for the rest of
the MedTech Industry.
The healthcare market and the medtech industry in China continue to be on the raise. However,
access to the Chinese market for the non-Chinese companies becomes increasingly challenging. The new public procurement policy in China makes it difficult for the foreign companies
to compete. While Chinese medtech companies are becoming increasingly competitive also
outside of China. What does this exponential growth and strategic policy mean for the nonChinese medtech industry and how will this influence market trends in the future? How long can
China get away with not reciprocating the level of market access to other countries? The European Union and China have recently reached an agreement on the investment package - what
will it mean for the European companies that want to compete with Chinese mechtech in China
and beyond? What is the expected development and impact of Chinese MedTech companies
in European markets in the future?

Moderator:
•T
 revor GUNN (Vice President International Relations , Medtronic/ Chair, International Affairs
Committee, MedTech Europe)

Speakers:
• Scott KENNEDY (Senior Adviser and Trustee Chair in Chinese Business & Economics, CSIS |
Center for Strategic & International Studies)
• Jesus RUEDA RODRIGUEZ (Director General Strategies, Special Projects & International Affairs - MedTech Europe)
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CHANNEL 2

WEDNESDAY 21 APRIL
PREDICTING THE FUTURE OF MEDTECH IN 2025 AND BEYOND - HOW WILL MEDTECH COMPANIES DRIVE THE FUTURE OF HEALTH?
DELOITTE
Our presentation will focus on a predictions study from the Deloitte Centre for Health Solutions
latest research report ‘Predicting the future of healthcare and life sciences in 2025; The future
unmasked’ and in particular our sixth prediction ‘Medtech and the IOMT are crucial drivers of
value-based care’ which predicts that MedTech companies will be driving the future of health,
using transformative technology and sophisticated data analytics capabilities to enhance product and services and drive the realisation of ‘4P’ medicine. It considers what MedTech companies need to do to benefit from digital transformation, whether its adapting their existing
business models, inventing new ones or both and suggests that the industry’s future will depend on its ability to demonstrate to providers and payers how connected medical devices
contribute to the new value-based paradigm.
We will also discuss our research paper ‘Winning in the future of MedTech’ which acknowledges
that while MedTech are well-positioned to drive the future of health, most cannot do it alone
and need therefore to partner with consumer technology and specialised digital health companies to meet the changing market. Moreover that the future of health will be driven by an
omnipresent, proactive, and integrated system of health and well-being where transformational
technologies (such as artificial intelligence, quantum computing, cloud storage, augmented
and virtual reality) are poised to play a significant role. A future in which medical devices that
meld hardware and software will drive the development of a new value-based care paradigm.
Our session will conclude with a view on the regulatory and cyber implications needed to provide the trust for patients and business partners. More than ever, trust will be an important driver
to make the future of health work in a more complex world where different partners are working
together exchange data and rely on each other to provide the care for patients.

Speakers:
•K
 aren TAYLOR (Director, UK Centre for Health Solutions, Deloitte)

CHANNEL 3

•M
 ichel De RIDDER (Partner Regulatory and Compliance, Deloitte Belgium)

HOW WILL TODAY’S TRENDS DEFINE TOMORROW’S HEALTHCARE? EUROPEAN
PERSPECTIVES FOR THE NEXT DECADE
STRYKER
While we were already observing some larger healthcare trends, the pandemic most often accelerates them and calls for a disruptive view on our industry and value chain we are in. May it
be the use of digital and robotic tools to improve surgeries and patient care as well as deliver
effective HCP training; or the solutions for infection-prevention and safety; or again reducing
healthcare’s environmental footprint, more than ever, our industry has a role to play in delivering valuable economic sustainable and innovative healthcare. During this session, experts
from various parts of the healthcare system will discuss these long-lasting trends and how to
accelerate positive changes, to positively impact patients’ lives.

Moderator:
• Larry FERRERE (Senior Director Integrated Compliance and Technology Solutions, IQVIA)

Speakers:
• Stuart SILK (President Europe, Latin America, Canada, Stryker)
• Jaap BONJER (Amsterdam University Medical Centre)
• Juliet BOUVERIE (CEO, Sroke Association)
• David MATUSIEWICZ (Dean and Institute Director, FOM University)

14:50-15:00

14 I PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME

NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM

UNLOCKING THE VALUE OF DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION - OR HOW TO MAKE
EUROPEAN HEALTH SYSTEMS MORE RESILIENT?
The Value of Diagnostic Information in Acute Respiratory Infections - Observations from the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The value of health-related information such as those derived from diagnostic testing never
became clearer as than during COVID-19 pandemic. Diagnostic tests haven proven to be indispensable source of information to tackle the unprecedented circumstances of the SARS-CoV-2
outbreak: By identifying the responsible infection agent, testing allows to detect the existence
of SARS-CoV-2 and to distinguish between COVID-19 and other respiratory tract infections
(viral or otherwise) with similar presentation. As such, the use of diagnostic information does
not only contribute to minimize the risk of the virus spreading but also improves disease management in terms of accurate diagnosing and targeted treatment.
Taking the example of respiratory tract infections against the backdrop of the COVID-19 pandemic, panelists in this session will discuss how better leveraging diagnostic information can enhance health systems’ resilience vis-à-vis shocks moving forward. Panelists are asked to define
and outline specific recommendations to health policymakers at both the EU and national level
that can unlock the potential of diagnostic information for more disease prevention, high-quality and efficient healthcare.
The discussion will be further enriched by the Value of Diagnostic Information (VODI) framework.

Moderator:
•H
 ans MARTENS (Senior Advisor, European Policy Centre)

Speakers:
• Rosanna PEELING (Professor and Chair of Diagnostics Research and Director of the International Diagnostics Centre, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine)
•T
 imothy JINKS (Head of Drug Resistant Infections Programme, Wellcome Trust)
• Paul GARASSUS (President - European Union of Private Hospitals (UEHP))
• Regina KLOSS-WOLF (Director Market Access & Strategic Alliances Core Diagnostics Europe,
Africa, Middle East, Turkey & Russia - Abbott)

CHANNEL 2

15:00-15:50

CHANNEL 1

WEDNESDAY 21 APRIL

A BRAVE NEW WORLD: A DIFFERENT EUROPEAN LEGAL ENVIRONMENT
This session will focus on a key area of developing legal and reputational risk: European class
actions. Specific themes for discussion will include:
• Identifying the risk – what is changing?
• Mass tort crisis management
• The impact of the Representative Action Directive
• Lessons from the U.S. and where claimant law firms/litigation funders focus.
In-house legal departments are the front line of defense in emerging class action risk, but other
stakeholders should be aware of key changes underway in Europe, including senior executives,
risk managers and compliance colleagues.

Moderator:
•K
 enny HENDERSON (CMS - Partner)

Speakers:
• Lorenz KODDERITZSCH (Johnson & Johnson, Vice President Law, Consumer Medical Devices
EMEA)
•A
 lex FORREST (Head of Life Sciences, Chubb)
• Pat FOGARTY (AdvaMed, Vice President, Assistant General Counsel, and Director, Civil Justice Policy)
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15:00-16:50

CHANNEL 3

WEDNESDAY 21 APRIL
FROM PANDEMIC TO RECOVERY & RESILIENCE
The medical technology industry has been crucial in the fight against COVID-19. As efforts are
continuously pulled to slowly exit from the pandemic, focus on the long-term recovery is increasing. One of the key questions of the day is how Europe can increase its preparedness for (and
resilience against) future public health crises.
This session aims to contribute to the ongoing debates on how the EU institutions and Member
States might safeguard healthcare systems for crisis preparedness and crisis response. The panels will respectively explore the following questions:
- How can global supply chains be preserved and, potentially, how to facilitate additional longterm production of critical medical technologies in Europe and therefore avoiding shortages?
- What are the conditions to make use of EU purchasing instruments to their fullest? What other
cross-border purchasing models could be explored?
- How to ensure effective and sustainable stockpiling of healthcare products?

Moderator:
• Ingmar DE GOOIJER (Healthcare industry observer)

Speakers:
• Hani ABOUHALKA (Johnson & Johnson Medical Devices Companies Europe, Middle East &
Africa (EMEA) - Company Group Chairman)
• Gwenole COZIGOU (Director, Sustainable Industry and Mobility (GROW.DDG1.C), Directorate-General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs - European Commission)
• Félix UEDELHOVEN (Head of Government Affairs and Policy, Europe, GE Healthcare)
• Wolfgang PHILIPP (Head of Unit, Directorate-General for Health and Food Safety (SANTE),
Health Emergency Response and Vaccines Unit (03) European Commission)

NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM

16:00-16:50

BEST PRACTICES IN A REMOTE ENVIRONMENT: REGULATORY
AND INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES ON REMOTE AUDITING
VEEVA

CHANNEL 1

15:50-16:00

The medical device and diagnostics industry is facing the most challenging time in its history.
While industry has to put significant measures in place to respond to COVID-19, from submitting urgent filings, to supply chain interruptions, and adapting to a new way of collaborating,
regulatory teams still have to keep pace and plan for changes like European MDR and IVDR.
Mid 2020, the MDCG allowed notified bodies to perform remote audits under MDD and IVDD
in specific cases when the inability of notified bodies to conduct on-site audits could raise the
risk of shortages of vital devices.
With the rapidly approaching DoA of both the MDR/IVDR and the continued presence of the
Covid-19 pandemic, the European Commission acknowledged the exceptional circumstances
that would justify «extraordinary measures» like virtual audits while the pandemic is still upon
us. However, a harmonized approach by all the EU member states and notified bodies is not
yet in place.
In this session both representatives from industry, notified bodies, and competent authorities
share their perspectives on how virtual audits can be executed in a safe and compliant way,
share best practices in remote audits, and explain how they leverage technology to perform
virtual audits.

Speakers:
•S
 imon RICHARDS (VP, Divisional Regulatory Affairs, Abbott Rapid Diagnostics)
•A
 ndreas PÜRDE (Director Active Medical Devices, TÜV SÜD)
•F
 rançoise SCHLEMMER (Director, Team-NB)
•A
 nnemien PULLEN (Director Strategy, Veeva MedTech)
•A
 lexey SHIRYAEV (President, Team-NB)
16 I PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME

16:00-16:50

CHANNEL 2

WEDNESDAY 21 APRIL
WHAT DOES THE EU LEGISLATION ON SUSTAINABLE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
AND HUMAN RIGHTS DUE DILIGENCE MEAN FOR MEDTECH COMPANIES?
For a long-time and for several companies operating in Europe, Corporate Social Responsibility
initiatives have been to a large extent voluntary. Thus, an option for businesses to engage in social and environmental causes. However, in a globalized world where goods and people move
across continents at a fast pace, it has become more evident for the society that businesses’
responsibility for the respect of human rights and the environment need to be also extended
globally.
EU legislators have consequently envisaged putting forward regulations that foresee harmonized rules on sustainable corporate governance (SCG) and human rights due diligence (HRDD)
in the value chain. What the impact of these upcoming rules on the medtech sector will be,
it is still unknown. But the sector is well aware, informed and ready to engage in the political
debates on these issues.
This session aims to provide an overview of potential obligations that could emerge from European legislation on SCG and HRDD. In addition, an estimation of the overall impact of these
obligations on medtech companies will be presented. Speakers will include an expert official
from the European institutions and a representative from the medtech industry.

Moderator:
• Emilia MILOIU (Senior Manager Environment & Sustainability, MedTech Europe)

Speakers:
•F
 adzai MUNYARADZI (Medline - Corporate Social Responsibility Manager Europe)
•P
 aul NEMITZ (Principal Adviser, DG Justice, European Commission)

NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM

17:00-17:50

CEO #NOFILTER

CHANNEL 1

16:50-17:00

Global leaders from the field of medical devices, diagnostics and digital health will join the discussion and speak openly about the latest trends, challenges and opportunities they’re facing.

Moderator:
• Ingmar DE GOOIJER (Healthcare industry observer)

Speakers:
•M
 ick FARRELL (ResMed - CEO)
•G
 reg AHLBERG (Abbott Core Diagnostics - Senior Vice President)
•M
 ike MUSSALLEM (Edwards Lifesciences - Chairman and Chief Executive Officer)
•A
 shley MCEVOY (Johnson & Johnson - Executive Vice President, Worldwide Chairman, Medical Devices)
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MAKE THE MOST OUT OF
YOUR DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
AT THE MEDTECH FORUM!

CONNECT
REGISTER

Don’t forget your password
and meet us on 20 April at 13:00 CET!

Register on the MedTech Forum
website: www.themedtechforum.eu

NETWORK

Take full advantage of our platform
networking opportunities!

ASK QUESTIONS

Speakers and moderators will be
available to answer your questions
via public chat.

RELIVE THE EVENT
Access presentations and videos
on-demand until 20 May 2021.
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Private chat - Visio private chat
 eeting rooms on demand and
M
booked just for your formal meetings
 elf-service meeting rooms for your
S
informal meetings

13:00-13:50

CHANNEL 1

THURSDAY 22 APRIL
CEO #NOFILTER
Global leaders from the field of medical devices, diagnostics and digital health will join the discussion and speak openly about the latest trends, challenges and opportunities they’re facing.

Moderator:
• Ingmar DE GOOIJER (Healthcare industry observer)

Speakers:
•B
 rigitte DE VET (Materialise Medical - Vice President)
•M
 iquel-Àngel GARCIA (Olympus Europa SE & Co. KG / Managing Director)
•T
 homas SCHINECKER (Roche Diagnostics - CEO)

NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM

14:00-14:50

UNLOCKING THE POWER OF DATA
RESMED

CHANNEL 1

13:50-14:00

Aggregating and examining health data through intelligent algorithms and analytics can help
us identify population health trends, develop new scientific and medical insights, and improve
diagnostics and treatments to save lives. But trust and regulatory barriers need to be addressed
before we can make full use of data’s potential. This session will highlight specific examples
of how medtech advances this potential and how such barriers could be addressed, to ensure
European competitiveness and to advance the delivery and practice of healthcare.

Moderator:
•M
 ichael STRÜBIN (Director Digital Health, MedTech Europe)

Speakers:
•O
 dile BIGAIGNON (ResMed - VP Sleep & Respiratory Care Marketing, EMEA)
•B
 irgit BAUER (Patient expert)
•C
 ynthia O’DONOGHUE (ReedSmith, Partner)
•C
 hristoph SCHÖBEL (Head of Center for Sleep Medicine, Professor for Sleep- and Telemedicine, University Medicine Essen)
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CHANNEL 2

THURSDAY 22 APRIL
IS EU STILL ATTRACTIVE FOR MEDTECH FOR THE MEDTECH INDUSTRY?
The environment for accessing the European market is now changing very significantly and
rapidly. The implementation of the new Medical Device and In Vitor Diagnostics regulations,
the GDPR regulation, the new up coming HTA EU cooperation regulation, Brexit, are among
some of the critical changes which are potentially transforming the attractiveness of the European market. Some say Europe is or will shortly become the last place to introduce innovation
in the world while a few years ago it was the first place to benefit from innovations. Nevertheless, Europe continues to offer an area of the world with the biggest demand for Medical
Technologies with a population of over 400 million, an ageing population, skilful and strongly
educated healthcare actors, engineers, chemists, social medicine with access for most and still
strong economies with high purchasing powers. The panel will discuss and balance the growing
challenges of access to the European market vs it still demand attractiveness. Conclusions might quite surprising.

Moderator:
• Ingmar DE GOOIJER (Healthcare industry observer)

Speakers:
•B
 ert-Arjan MILLENAAR (NLC - Founder & CEO)
•K
 erstin WAGNER (EVP Global Marketing & Sales Operations, Siemens Healthineers)
• J ean-Luc LEMERCIER (Corporate Vice President, EMEA Canada & Latin America, Edwards
Lifesciences)

CHANNEL 3

•C
 ristiano FRANZI (Baxter - Senior Vice President and President EMEA)

ACCELERATING THE COVERAGE OF INNOVATION IN EUROPE: CASE STUDIES IN EU
PATHWAYS FOR RAPID REIMBURSEMENT
ALIRA HEALTH
Using the Accelerated Access Collaborative (AAC) in the UK as a live example, this session is
designed to showcase a leading EU pathway designed to accelerate coverage and adoption of
medical innovation and technologies. The session will discuss the recent findings of the broader, EU-wide Alira Health report commissioned by MedTech Europe on accelerating funding
and reimbursement of medical technologies in Europe. It will begin with an overview on the 26
innovative pathways around Europe, then focus on the AAC in England, with a panel discussion
and open QnA with multiple stakeholders engaged with the AAC process. Audience members
will leave with key insights into launching innovative medical technologies in Europe, and the
UK.

Moderator:
• Richard CHARTER (Vice President of MedTech Market Access, Alira Health)

Speakers:
• Jill LOCKETT (Managing Director, Kings Health Partners)
• Luella TRICKETT (Director Value & Access at Association of British HealthTech)
• Alan SUMMER (Head of Market Access & Public Affairs, Roche Diagnostics UK & Ireland)

14:50-15:00
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NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM

HOW VALUE-BASED INNOVATION PROCUREMENT
UNLOCKS RESILIENT HEALTH SYSTEMS
The changing role of procurement: from simple purchasing instrument to major strategic tool to
move to resilient health systems and to innovate the delivery of sustainable, high value quality
care.

Moderator:
• Ingmar DE GOOIJER (Healthcare industry observer)

Speakers:
• Gerhard BOTHMA (Molnlycke Health Care, Global Director Health Economics and Governmental Affairs)
• Eric VAN RAAIJ (Professor of Purchasing and Supply Management in Healthcare, Erasmus
University - Rotterdam School of Management, Netherlands)
• Pascal VERDONCK (Professor Biomedical Engineering & Medical Technology, Ghent University, Chairman Board of Directors AZ Maria Middelares hospital - Vice chairman Belgian
Association of Hospital Directors)

CHANNEL 2

15:00-15:50

CHANNEL 1

THURSDAY 22 APRIL

HOW ABOUT A SINGLE GLOBAL REGULATORY SYSTEM?
ADVANCING GLOBAL REGULATORY CONVERGENCE ? PERSPECTIVES FOR THE
FUTURE
The global landscape of regulatory requirements continuous to evolve. With 2021 marking the
10th anniversary of the International Medical Device Regulators Forum (IMDRF) what are the
perspectives for advancing regulatory convergence in the medical devices and IVD fields?
Is the single medical device review programme a dream or an attainable objective? What does
the rebranding of the Asian Harmonisation Working Party into a Global Harmonisation Working
Party mean and what are the group’s ambitions for strengthening regulatory collaboration?
These are just some of the questions that this session is going to address. This session explores
the experience with attempts to facilitate regulatory convergence so far and what are the perspectives for the future.

Moderator:
•E
 mmet DEVEREUX (Cook Medical EMEA Group Limited - Director, Government and Regulatory Affairs)

Speakers:
•A
 nne HALLERSTEN (Roche Diagnostics International Ltd., Director - Head Regulatory Policy
Europe)
•A
 li M AL-DALAAN (SFDA, Chair GHWP/Vice Executive President, Medical Devices Sector)
•E
 rik HANSSON (DG Sante, European Commission, Deputy Head of Unit)
• J anet TRUNZO (AdvaMed, Senior Advisor to the President and Senior Executive Vice President, Technology and Regulatory Affairs)
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CHANNEL 3

THURSDAY 22 APRIL
APPS & LABS: DISRUPTIONS IN THE IVD LANDSCAPE
IQVIA
Emerging technologies are disrupting the relationship between IVD manufacturers, labs and
treating physicians; analytics platforms are providing insights to treating physicians with increasing speed and accuracy which can go beyond the data provided from lab tests.
Patients are also being empowered in this changing ecosystem with greater direct access to
IVD tests, remote monitoring and new digital services which can make diagnoses through
AI-enabled chatbots.
We will discuss how the anticipated integration of existing and emerging players will play out
over the coming years considering the new generations hardware, biomarkers, sensors and
the role artificial intelligence tools and how regulators will react as the ownership of data and
insights continues to evolve.

Moderator:
•M
 att SKLADANY (Director, Operations, IVD Solutions & MedTech CoE, IQVIA)

Speakers:
• Morten FROST (Senior Vice President & General Manager, Veracyte)
• Jamie GRAMZ (Head of Digital Applications and Global Marketing, Siemens Healthineers)
• Pamela WEAGRAFF (Senior Principal, IQVIA MedTech Regulatory Solutions)

NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM

16:00-16:50

WHAT ARE THE PRIORITIES FOR MEDTECH EUROPE
UNDER THE EU GREEN DEAL?

CHANNEL 1

15:50-16:00

The ambitious and much needed EU Green Deal brings with it a wealth of regulatory initiatives. These include revisions of current legislation and proposals for new legislation in various
sectors, including chemicals, environment, and sustainability. The medical technology sector
is heavily regulated and will be greatly impacted by many EU Green Deal initiatives. Simultaneously, our sector continues to play an innovative role in the overall context of sustainable
healthcare. For this reason, MedTech Europe identified several priority policy areas, where the
sector could provide a valuable contribution to the decision-making process. Our members
understand that the association’s involvement in this process is of paramount importance to
secure timely access to safe, efficient and life-saving medical technologies for citizens across
Europe and the globe.
This panel discussion will address MedTech Europe’s priorities and highlight potential challenges of the upcoming legislation for our industry and citizen access to medical technologies in
the long run. Among the panellists, there will be representatives from the medical technology
industry and medicine laboratories.

Moderator:
• Ingmar DE GOOIJER (Healthcare industry observer)

Speakers:
•E
 ric THEPAUT (EMEA President, Boston Scientific)
•T
 omris OZBEN (President-Elect, European Federation of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory
Medicine)
•F
 fion JACKSON (Siemens Healthineers, Head of Laboratory Diagnostics Product-Related Environmental Protection & EHS Regulatory Standards)
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CHANNEL 2

THURSDAY 22 APRIL
A PRIVACY CONUNDRUM?
FAEGRE DRINKER BIDDLE REATH
The medtech industry faces important challenges in processing health data, whatever the purpose, given the legal fragmentation across the EU on the application and interpretation of
GDPR. If one adds the pandemic coupled with the «Schrems II» ruling, this gave rise to a
doubling down of privacy and data protection needs. With data protection and international
data transfers taking central stage in 2020, the discussion on global data (protection) becomes
increasingly politicized as companies and policy-makers look to navigate the economic imperatives and privacy frameworks. This session aims at discussing how these privacy challenges
could be addressed from a policy perspective to allow Europe’s digital ambition to come true
while at the same time protecting and improving the health of European citizens and to ensure
the accessibility, effectiveness and resilience of their health systems.

Moderator:
•M
 ary Devlin CAPIZZI (Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath - Partner)

Speakers:
•P
 eter BLENKINSOP (Privacy Consortium (IPMPC) - International Pharmaceutical & Medical
Device)
•C
 éline DESWARTE (Boston Scientific, EU Data Protection Officer)
•X
 enofon KONTARGYRIS (Olympus Europa SE & CO. KG, Data Protection Manager, Data Protection, Corporate Governance)

CHANNEL 3

• Megan OLSON (Coloplast, Global Chief Compliance Officer)

WILL THE BACKLOG OF ELECTIVE SURGERIES ACCELERATE THE ADOPTION OF DAYCASE JOINT REPLACEMENT IN EUROPE?
ZIMMER BIOMET
The Covid-19 pandemic has challenged health care systems in an unprecedented manner and
many patients have had their care delayed and disrupted. We estimate that close to 1 million
patients across Europe will not have had access to an orthopedic surgery due to Covid-19
related restrictions from the beginning of the pandemic through the end of Q2, 2021. These
cases compound the structural patient backlog in many parts of Europe that were already struggling with patient waiting list pre-Covid.
To address this enormous backlog, healthcare payers, providers and industry need to rethink
the optimal way to deliver the necessary care to patients in pain, and needing urgent intervention. Experience from the US shows that for certain procedures and patient segments,
outpatient care, i.e. same day discharging of patients after surgery is a safe and effective way
to provide orthopedic care, while making a better use of existing healthcare infrastructure.
What are the benefits of outpatient care in orthopedics? What experience do we have so far in
Europe with this new type of care pathway? What are the barriers that need to be addressed?
This session will discuss the value of day case surgery in reducing the backlog in elective surgery. It identifies the benefits, the opportunities as well as the current barriers to outpatient care.
Health care professionals, executives from outpatient care centers and market access specialists will share their experiences and discuss the potential it will bring to European health care
systems in becoming more resilient and efficient in the future.

Moderator:
•E
 wald KREID (Zimmer Biomet)

Speakers:
• Oliver PEARCE (Orthopaedic surgeon, Milton Keynes University Hospital, UK)
• Jeff STONADGE (Health Economics & Reimbursement Director, Zimmer Biomet EMEA)
• Stephan VEHMEIJER (Orthopaedic surgeon, Orthoparc, Bosch en Duin, The Netherlands)
• Joe HARRISON (Chief Executive Officer, Milton Keynes University Hospital, UK)
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THURSDAY 22 APRIL
NETWORKING ON THE PLATFORM

17:00-17:30

CONCLUSIONS

CHANNEL 1

16:50-17:00

Moderator:
• Ingmar DE GOOIJER (Healthcare industry observer)

Speakers:
•S
 erge BERNASCONI (MedTech Europe - CEO)
•R
 ob TEN HOEDT (Executive Vice President and President, EMEA – Medtronic - Chairman MedTech Europe)
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ASK THE EXPERT

WHAT?

One expert addressing
a specific topic and leading
a roundtable discussion.

WHERE?
The MedTech Forum 2021
digital platform.

WHEN?
April 20 - 21- 22

HOW?

In a Zoom breakout room with
one expert and a maximum
of 20 participants. Seats are
allocated on a first come first
served basis, be on time !

ASK THE EXPERT PROGRAMME

ASK THE EXPERT PROGRAMME

TUESDAY 20 APRIL
14:30-15:20

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR SALES REP IS BECOMING A REALITY IN MEDTECH NEXT-GENERATION COMMERCIAL MODEL DESIGN
Sponsored by BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP
Building on Boston Consulting Group’s prior session, this will be an opportunity to interact with
BCG’s experts. They will share their hands-on experience in designing and deploying next-generation commercial models and related pitfalls to avoid. The focus will be on providing more
color on BCG’s recommended six-step approach, exploring concrete use cases along the customer journey and sharing insights on how to build the required data management platforms,
tech stack, and digital capabilities in parallel.

Speakers:
•G
 ötz GERECKE (Managing Director & Senior Partner, Boston Consulting Group (BCG))
•B
 asir MUSTAGHNI (Managing Director & Partner, Boston Consulting Group (BCG))

15:30-16:20

ENGINEERED TO CURE: USING COLLABORATIVE MODELING AND SIMULATION TO
DEVELOP SAFE AND EFFECTIVE MEDICAL DEVICES
Sponsored by DASSAULT SYSTEMES
Learn how medical device designers and engineers can rapidly explore the design space, virtually test promising designs in real world usage scenarios, and validate optimal designs against
product requirements and business objectives, while reducing their reliance on expensive and
time-consuming physical, animal, and human testing.

Speaker:
• Karl D’SOUZA (Director, Life Sciences Industry Solution, Dassault Systemes)

15:30-16:20

MANAGING INTERACTIONS WITH HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS & INSTITUTIONS
IN AN ETHICAL, TRANSPARENT MANNER
Sponsored by IQVIA
It’s been more than three years since MedTech Europe’s member companies phased out “direct
sponsorship” of healthcare professionals to third-party organized conferences. Since then, the
industry must take a closer look at the efficacy and compliance of their relationships with HCOs.
Join IQVIA Commercial Compliance for an open forum discussion on:
How to design an effective grants management program
Insights into managing the compliance nuances of product training & education initiatives
New technologies with embedded Fair Market Value and business controls that automate the
grants management and HCP engagement lifecycle
And strategies for meeting disclosure requirements that eliminate administrative tasks and free
you to focus on the bigger picture

Speaker:
•M
 ario PROHASKY (Principal, IQVIA)
•M
 ary FAULKNER (Program Manager, IQVIA)
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WEDNESDAY 21 APRIL
13:00-13:50

DIGITALLY ASSISTED SURGERY: HOW 3D IMAGING RECONSTRUCTION CAN HELP
SURGEONS CREATE A CLEAR ROADMAP FOR SURGERY?
Sponsored by JOHNSON&JOHNSON
How is digital transforming surgery? 3D imaging reconstruction helps surgeons create a clear
roadmap for surgery with the ability to plan pre-operatively and the flexibility to reference intraoperatively. Ask the Expert, Prof. Luc Soler, all you ever wanted to know about the value of
3D imaging reconstructions in preoperative planning.

Speakers:
• Mirgen JAKU (EMEA Lead Digital Surgery, Ethicon)
• Luc SOLER (Founder and Presiden, Visible Patient)

15:00-15:50

HEALTHY IP MANAGEMENT
Sponsored by Deloitte
Patent statistics show the continued relevance of IP protection as incentive for innovation, with
MedTech heading the 2020 statistics. ?Patent landscaping can identify emerging technologies
and reveal disruptive new players in a particular field. The insights provide a basis for orienting
innovation activities and setting up technology partnerships.?However, extra cost pressure due
to the pandemic will require IP organizations to join efforts in lowering budgets. Instead of
choosing for a reduction of the IP portfolio, it may be worth to consider other options that allow
resource savings while safeguarding future value creation from IP.

Speakers:
•M
 eredith VAN DOOREN (Director in Innovation Incentives and IP, Deloitte)
• Ingrid BAELE (Director IP Advisory, Deloitte)
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WEDNESDAY 21 APRIL
16:00-16:50

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR SALES REP IS BECOMING A REALITY IN MEDTECH DATA ANALYTICS TO UNLOCK SALES TEAMS’ FULL POTENTIAL
Sponsored by BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP
Enabling sales teams through user-centric data and insights is a challenge many medtech companies face today. In this interactive and hands-on session, Boston Consulting Group will dive
into practical examples and provide an outline into how these insights can be generated.

Speakers:
•G
 ötz GERECKE (Managing Director & Senior Partner, Boston Consulting Group (BCG))
•A
 xel GRIEWEL (Associate Director, BCG Platinion)

16:00-16:50

INFO SHARING - WHERE DO I START AND HOW DO I GET THE APPROVAL TO DO
THIS?
Sponsored by H-ISAC
When done properly, information sharing programs produce significant advantages for organizations. But how do you even get started? And how do you maximize the value for your
company? This session will cover guidelines and best practices for efficient and effective information sharing. It will address the real and perceived information sharing barriers which are
caused by laws, regulations, corporate policies and (lack of) management support. You will
learn about the benefits of information sharing and how to work through common obstacles to
create an effective information sharing program inside your organization. We will review basic
case studies to provide examples of what beginning information sharing looks like. Attendees
will also receive a template that can be used to develop a customized Information Sharing Best
Practices Guide for your own organization

Speaker:
•E
 rrol WEISS (Chief Security Officer, H-Isac)
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THURSDAY 22 APRIL
14:00-14:50

OMNICHANNEL ENGAGEMENT IN MEDTECH: THE TIME HAS COME
Sponsored by McKinsey&Company
Building on McKinsey’s previous plenary, we will have our experts, with real world experience in
shaping omnichannel and advanced analytics-led commercial transformations in medtech, join
us in this interactive session. The focus will be on sharing examples, lessons learned, pitfalls to
avoid and practical first steps to take.

Speaker:
•C
 hristian ZERBI (Partner, McKinsey)
•B
 jorn ALBRECHT (Partner, McKinsey)

15:00-15:50

UNLOCKING THE POWER OF BIG DATA RESEARCH IN PRACTICE
Sponsored by ResMed

Speaker:
• J ean-Louis PEPIN (Pulmonologist, Grenoble Alpes University Hospital)

16:00-16:50

EU MDR ENTRY INTO APPLICATION AND THE INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Sponsored by JOHNSON&JOHNSON
The MDR entry into application heralds a new era of device regulation for the EU and for the
countries that recognize CE marks. Ask the Expert, Peter Schroeer, your hot topics on regulatory and international perspectives.

Speaker:
•P
 eter SCHROEER (VP Regulatory Affairs EMEAC, Johnson &amp; Johnson Medical Devices)

16:00-16:50

HORIZON EUROPE (2021-2027) FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESEARCH & INNOVATION, INCLUDING PPP HEALTH INNOVATION
Speaker:
•P
 atrick BOISSEAU (Director General, Strategic Initiatives, MedTech Europe)
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THURSDAY 22 APRIL
16:00-16:50

COMMERCIALIZING SOFTWARE AS A MEDICAL DEVICE: NAVIGATE THROUGH THE
REGULATORY AND COMPLIANCE CONSIDERATIONS TO ACCELERATE THE ROUTE
TO MARKET
Sponsored by IQVIA
Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) is one of the most interesting emerging digital health
technologies in recent years. SaMDs are accelerating changes in the provision of healthcare,
amplifying the ability to provide remote care, and generating high volumes of data that can ultimately be used to improve healthcare. A relatively new class of medical software, developers
are facing complexities in gaining market access, from definitions and classifications, to patient
safety, to regulatory and compliance considerations. Join IQVIA’s experts who will provide insights to accelerate market access of innovative SaMDs.

Speaker:
•P
 amela WEAGRAFF (Senior Principal IQVIA MedTech Regulatory Solutions)
•P
 hil JOHNSON (Senior Principal, IQVIA Quality Compliance Solutions)
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MAKE THE MOST OUT OF
YOUR DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
AT THE MEDTECH FORUM!

CONNECT
REGISTER

Don’t forget your password
and meet us on 20 April at 13:00 CET!

Register on the MedTech Forum
website: www.themedtechforum.eu

NETWORK

Take full advantage of our platform
networking opportunities!

ASK QUESTIONS

Speakers and moderators will be
available to answer your questions
via public chat.

RELIVE THE EVENT
Access presentations and videos
on-demand until 20 May 2021.

Private chat - Visio private chat
 eeting rooms on demand and
M
booked just for your formal meetings
 elf-service meeting rooms for your
S
informal meetings

Registration
Mélanie Dubourg
Registration Coordinator
regist.medtechforum@europa-organisation.com

Sponsorship Team
Natacha Roger
Dir. +33 5 34 45 50 76
sponsorship@themedtechforum.eu
Christopher Breyel
Dir. +32 2 761 22 84
c.breyel@medtecheurope.org

www.themedtechforum.eu

